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People in ships are always looking up, 
people ashore are usually looking down...
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“In our heart we know the world will not be saved”

-Desert
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 ! e sea has been a signi" cant source of inspiration and re# ection throughout 
my life. ! e sea is alluring as a place free from domination: we can’t control it. We 
can divide up old forests with logging roads to auction, we can rip apart mountains 
for resorts, we can import water to desert cities, but we can only exist with the sea as 
visitors. It’s inhospitable in many ways; there’s hardly food in the ways we’re used to, 
and even just being on boats makes a lot of us physically sick. It’s a violent, unloving, 
beautiful, simple, transparent force that o$ ers things that land can’t. Inevitably 
though, there’s the question: When the coast guard just trails alongside the boat as 
it trudges along into 30 knots on the nose I’m wondering the same thing they are, 
“what the fuck am I doing here, and why?”  In a lot of ways it makes sense that now, 
as another lost soul in the spectacle, I dream of an escape without roots connecting 
me to this desert; a foundation of # oating lives spent with the sea. It’s ultimately a 
struggle to let go of our minds, or at least how our minds have come to approach 
every relationship in such static ways.

 So much of my life has been spent struggling to carve out a space to exist 
in, the pressures of life always threatening to collapse each days progress. For as long 
as I can remember I’ve been working more than I’d like. I won’t keep it secret, I hate 
work. I can’t imagine a truly ful" lling life when so much of it is spent working. On 
the other hand, I can’t imagine keeping myself a# oat in this concrete world without 
the meager settlements I make in exchange for my time. ! is isn’t just a problem of 
mine, I can’t name a person I call friend who likes their job, or at least would do it 
in the exact way they do it now if they were not getting paid for their e$ orts. ! e 
past decade of my life has been spent trying to make this life meaningful. To me this 
means creating connections with places and people that transcend the de" nitions 
and structures already prescribed. Still, I can think of only a few ways in which to 
withdraw from the drudgery of work, only a handful of ways (maybe...) to oppose 
the regimentation of our mitigated lives. ! ere may never be a space in this world 
in which we can truly take as ours. Relationships fail, friends once considered family 
move on, vows of community are thrown aside for newer trends and energy, loved 
ones are thrown in jail for this or that or for nothing at all, projects collapse on 
themselves. We are left grasping for some semblance of meaning, again and again. I’ve 
convinced myself each time that it’s still possible, that another world can exist inside 
this, here and now. Can it? So here I am, toying with the possibilities of jumping ship, 
of taking these dreams for reality. What are these dreams, and why are they relevant? 
What even is relevant?

 -

 I remember playing frisbee with a dog in a river close to the beach. A 
hundred yards away the river opened up to the sea, and the swells and riptides created 
constantly breaking waves and down-currents. While playing fetch, the dog would 
swim further and further, bringing it back each time. At some point I threw it too far, 
the dog wouldn’t go. I was young and could swim pretty well, so I went for it. It was 
a di%  cult swim, and once I reached the frisbee I was closer to the opposite shore, so I 
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swam for that instead. I thought I’d just cross the bridge afterwards. Instead I crossed 
into a swift # owing trough in the river, and was quickly being swept downstream, 
out to sea, towards the wild waves cresting at the mouth. I swam harder until I was 
only a few yards away from the shore. ! e current pushed and pulled. I swam harder, 
dropped the frisbee, thought of nothing but the feeling of sand beneath my feet. 
Closing the gap to about a few feet from the shoreline, my feet stretched downward, 
tendrils searching for substance. ! ey found nothing as I was pushed away from land, 
so I swam closer, tried again. Each time I was sure to " nd earth beneath the water, 
but each time I found only stronger currents, pulling me down. ! e current buried 
my head; I swam up, gasping, still struggling for the shore. Eventually I found it. 
Looking back across the river at the barking dogs and family members yelling was 
a funny feeling. I was nearly swept out to sea, nearly eaten by the ocean, and across 
the way life moved on, didn’t # inch. I guess I learned a few things, but I can’t explain 
them really. Experiences with primal forces of nature don’t teach you understandable 
concepts, they impart intuition and feelings. Instead of being petri" ed of death, I 
felt like I had actually done something real. Putting myself in situations that even 
moderately overcon" dent dogs wouldn’t has continued to help build in me an 
understanding of the world outside of cul-de-sacs and " nances.  

 In the end I don’t believe that only experiences with the sea (or ones that 
threaten your life) can have this e$ ect; hiking mountains for a few days time can have 
similar ones. Still, every place here relates to the metropolis, to society, in some way. 
! ere can be no escape save a few days or weeks here or there. People have always 
tried to escape by returning to the land in meaningful ways, and it still could be a 
possibility, but from my experiences it’s unattainable. Stories of lasting communes 
are still laced with underlying temporality. People rarely stay for long, and they’re 
reliant on time spent working and dealing with this society anyhow, apart from the 
commune. My dreams have sort of given up on the permanence of land projects, and 
now they focus on the opportunities in the margins between the sea and the land.

 Seeing violent waves crash on broken earth reminds me of the violent 
wildness that exists despite our society’s desire for complete domestication. At night 
winds calm and tiny creatures inhabit tidal sands, searching for food in relative 
tranquility before seeking refuge from the next storm. Sailing has taught me to 
relearn these wild patterns. We read the winds and clouds, hardening up when 
needed, running when called for, and also admitting that sometimes there’s nothing 
else to do but let imaginations and thoughts wander.

 I suppose this brings me to sailing. What is sailing? Well, simply, sailing 
is using the wind to move a boat. Sailing, then, makes you approach the process 
of boating entirely di$ erently than motoring a yacht, even though they both travel 
through water. Sailing, at least to have this e$ ect, has nothing at all to do with engines. 
It’s the di$ erence between hiking across a mountain or driving a car over a mountain. 
With one, you may have to learn something, you might even have to pay attention to 
the world around you. You’ll probably develop a connection with the things you see, 
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 We took a break from sailing while the storm passed, and then had 3 days 
to get the boat back to Olympia. ! e last 14 miles we rowed together, one on each 
oar. ! at’s like 8 hours of rowing, straight. We had to get back, there was a deadline, 
and there was just no wind. It was absurd, we saw an eagle at one point, and a ton of 
interesting things, and I was just stressed about a plane trip and daily life. Rowing was 
hard. We had already acquired calluses at that point in the trip, but then our calluses 
blistered. We sang the same two sea-shanties over and over again to pass the time. We 
told jokes that weren’t funny and nearly lost our minds. It was great. I loved every 
minute of it. We made it back in time to " nd our friend picking us up in the back of 
a cop car. Maria had come to pick us up at the beach, and being a woman of color 
the cops put her in the back of their car.13 As two white men defending her case, the 
cops let us have her back. ! e situation was horrible and it was a horrible welcome 
back surprise, but underlines a very real reason we try to escape. But can sailing be 
more than simply escape?

 -

 ! e trip back to Olympia had been trying. We rowed A LOT. We also 
dealt with some pretty serious weather and saw at least two boats washed ashore, 
and one adrift, because of it. Both of these experiences are invaluable. I valued my 
time in calms as moments of quiet re# ection, as space to learn new things, to goof 
o$ , and generally just catching back up. Catching up with maintaining creativity, 
maintaining the boat, maintaining relationships, it’s all important really. ! e time 
spent seriously sailing, the exciting times, are also valuable in a multitude of ways. 
First, they keep you on your feet. Problem solving is really healthy, and having to 
focus and improve things constantly is a really rewarding feeling. It’s great. But how 
is this radical at all? How can we push this current in a radical direction?

 Sailing itself, with the wind, the tide, the weather, is demanding. ! ere’s 
a lot to take in, and there’s always things to be learning and paying closer attention 
to. Having a foundation of knowledge around these natural elements and forces is 
immensely satisfying. Coupling this with the re# ections inspired by natural stillness 
and sailing exceeds its simplicity and becomes a method of interacting. In a more 
practical sense, sailing is a concrete way to create spaces not immediately subjected to 
the pressures and oppressions of daily life. It’s obvious that we are not a self-sustaining 
community. It’s obvious that we have not yet the tools, skill sets, or infrastructure 
to support each other. My hope is that as this current grows we will develop these 
capacities. Ultimately though, the question of “how is it to be done?” is beyond the 
scope of this zine. It’s a question to be posed on those late night watches when your 
buddy can’t get to sleep. It’s for thinking about while listening to trickling streams 
on island adventures. It’s a conversation I hope we’ll have somewhere between the 
mountains and the wind.

13-She was sitting in a parked car with an expired license. ACAB.
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us heading south, it coming from the south. We were planning on getting as far 
as we could, as fast as we could. I had a plane to catch in a few days, actually.8 By 
the time we were in Admiralty Inlet9 it was pretty moderate, we had a reef and the 
working jib up and were still rocking pretty well to windward. By the time we were 
rounding Point No Point, it was really rough. As is custom, we still made fun of all 
sailboats motoring. One in particular caught our attention; what we presumed to be 
a nice looking ga$  cutter still had its sail covers on and was jogging along with a odd 
rocking and rolling. “Great day for motoring downwind!” on the VHF to no reply.

 We beat onwards, heaving-to to throw in the third reef and ree" ng the jib 
down to a 90.10 For a while the coast guard trailed alongside us, just making sure 
we wouldn’t die I suppose. We gave ‘em the “‘ol thumbs up!” and they still didn’t 
believe us. I suppose not many sailors beat into wind like this to make passages. It was 
kind of stressful, but in all it was completely chill, nothing seemed out of place even 
when a gust would push the leeward winch into the water every so often. We were 
screaming southbound too, tacking through 90 on the GPS. Right?

 After hours of being wet and mildly anxious, steve woke me up from my 
nap.11 We were approaching Eagle Harbor, on Bainbridge Island, and we had shit to 
discuss. After settling in our anchors and making everything kind of ship shape, we 
rowed to shore. I had been thinking about that boat, that dream boat, just motoring 
downwind. A ga$  rig like that could be really moving downwind with the breeze it 
had. And what was with its weird rolling motion? On the row to shore I told steve 
about my conclusion.

 “Hey steve, you remember that dream boat just motoring downwind?”

 “Yea.”

 “Remember how they didn’t answer us?”

 “! e antennae of your radio isn’t even connected, I looked.”

 “Yeah, yeah, but you didn’t see anyone on it, right?”

 “No.”

 “I’m pretty sure it was adrift, it prolly cut it’s lines in the storm, we coulda 
had it ourselves. Rescuing a boat can give you rights to it.”12

 ! e rest of the row was silent, and the only times we’ve brought it up are in 
gasps: “Gah! If only!”

8-So dumb..
9-Connects the Puget Sound to the Straight of Juan de Fuca.
10-90% of a full sized jib. ! is is the smallest sail con" guration on RENEGADE before storm sails.
11-I’ve been called a “sleepy captain.”
12-Maritime Law lets you sell back distressed boats to owners, or you keep it.
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and if you share this experience with someone, you’ll have a better appreciation for 
them, based on a deeper understanding of self and other. So, similarly, sailing taken 
seriously makes you focus on this natural world. It really makes a di$ erence. ! e 
major setback, though, is sometimes you can’t sail, there’s just no wind. But if you 
look around, you’ll be learning just as much as if you were.

 -

 Last fall I took a month to sail up to Canada, from Olympia. Summers are 
sailing’s worst nightmare here: # uky winds, variable land breezes, and almost never 
prevailing anything. By September things start to look better, and by October there’s 
usually steady enough winds with fronts passing semi frequently. A plan for three 
weeks up to Denman island seemed like a shoe in for my ocean sailing friend steve: 
“Well we usually bet on 100 miles in 24 hrs as reasonable, so up to Denman and 
back, some 600 miles in twenty some days? C’mon.”

 ! e way up was supposed to be the easy part for the crew of three: myself, 
steve, and Maria. Still feeding o$  of the “predominant” SW winds, we’d be just getting 
pushed up north and beating against the wind back. ! eoretically. In reality there 
were two predominant winds. “2 knots on the stern or dead on the nose.” It’s almost 
like it didn’t matter which way we pointed RENEGADE, the wind would either 
follow us softly, or resist us completely. We took turns rowing or setting the hook, 
anchoring near shore to wait for the tide to change. We # oated under the Tacoma 
narrow’s bridge in a back eddy with no wind. It felt like we were cheating something, 
being able to " nd a favorable current when the rest of the water was moving a good 
3 knots against us. Later we # ew three sails on our sloop to make up for light winds.1 
We would wake steve up to play sailor at 3 AM after waiting for the # ood tide to pass. 
Eventually we made it up to the San Juan Islands by basically just playing the tides 
well enough, and it took a bit less than a week. When crossing the Straight of Juan de 
Fuca, arguably the most likely place to have heavy weather on our trip, NOAA put 
out a small craft advisory for winds approaching 30 knots from the Paci" c. When we 
left before sunrise to catch the ebb out of the sound, we were scared. My boat has this 
sail called a spit" re, which as I understand it is just a really small jib with a really cool 
name. steve and I put two reefs in the main, hauled up the spit" re, and drifted out of 
Port Townsend Bay. We were sure once we rounded the point the wind would really 
pick up. As the twilight allowed us to see things a bit clearer our situation looked 
ridiculous. Hardly any wind, anywhere. We just laughed at each other in the semi 
darkness, looking at just how small the spit" re was, just how calm it was and just 
how early we had to wake up to look like idiots. A schooner was coming up behind 
us under full sail, so we too raised full sail and made some way. It turned out to be at 
least a little breezy, enough that we eventually woke the sleeping third crew member 
with a wave in the V-berth, having not dogged down the hatch. It was really choppy, 
as it had been windy. By the time we woke her up though, the wind had completely 
died. Our sails chafed on themselves and the boat pitched on the leftover chop from 

1-Sloops have a mainsail and a jib or genoa. RENEGADE can precariously # y these plus a drifter set # y-
ing o$  a jib-boom extending " ve feet in front of the boat. It’s a lot of sail. It’s better than rowing.
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the former wind. ! e schooner had given up on sailing altogether and motored on 
by. We watched it disappear in the distant islands. It was the second time NOAA had 
predicted very strong winds in the straights which I had braved, only to " nd myself 
drifting aimlessly and rowing. We should have left the night before, honestly, when 
the wind was blowing; if you’ve got the wind, take it. For next time I guess. But the 
Islands were great. We sailed around Safari Island and had a nice drifting spell there, 
which gave us some time to " nd all the binoculars and look at all the weird sheep.

 ! e morning after returning from the Safari we were saying goodbye to 
a third of our crew, the calls of land beckoning Maria harder than us, when some 
gentleman rowed his ski$  over to say hi. His " rst question was if we read “Rolling 
Stone.”  We just looked from one to another, awkwardly. It’s fair to say we looked 
counter culture or punk or whatever, but “Rolling Stone?” Really? I mean... He gave 
us a copy of the newest issue. After this perplexing icebreaker he told us how he 
admired what we were doing. ! e previous evening he had watched us zoom around 
the anchorage under full sail, weaving through boats and checking depths with a 
string and a weight.2 We settled right next to his boat, too close actually, and he 
politely asked us to move. So we raised sails and anchor and tucked in closer to some 
rocks and farther from his boat. He didn’t mind us getting too close, it seemed, and 
he actually appreciated something we were doing apparently. I was glad somebody 
was something other than petri" ed watching a bunch of punks throw caution to the 
wind in an almost literal way, but I got caught up on him admiring what we were 
doing. What were we doing?

What are we doing?

Right now, I’m back in my invested land life. I rent a house, I have friends, maybe 
a partner, housemates, a dog (the best one of course), a band maybe, various other 
projects, a couple bikes, and a job. ! e " rst and last thing in that list, they are the 
bread that has always been my land sandwich, and for this metaphor I’ll just say 
I’ve always been allergic to gluten. I live in a decent house and have a decent job. 
Everything is wonderful. Some people LOVE my house, and some people WISH 
they had my job, I’m sure. Even so, I’ve been waking up fed up and going to sleep let 
down more often than I’d care to admit, and it’s been this way for a large part of my 
life. Sometimes I try to look back at times when maybe I wasn’t so depressed, though 
I try not to, as this thought isn’t very inspiring. ! ere are moments though, when 
things were just working out great. When I narrow down these moments in my life, 
invariably a few things come up:

1) I was working on one or more personally ful" lling projects.

2-! e salt word for this is leadline.
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One of us would lie in a sleeping bag wrapped in a blanket, while the other would 
wear: a bottom layer, a # annel, a large wool sweater, a small coat, a wool army coat6, 
and on top of it all a ski jacket. Switching shifts involved giving the warm jackets to 
your friend as quickly as possible and jumping in the warm7 sleeping bag. I tried to 
make the diesel heater work, and it was clogged. Even without an engine this fucking 
boat had a clogged fuel " lter. What. ! e. Fuck.

 Anyways, like I said, there was no wind. We were essentially taking three 
hour rowing shifts, which was all the better because any wind might have completely 
frozen us, and rowing actually made us a lot warmer. One shift steve called me up, 
pitch black night. We did the dance of coats, and I took my position topside. I 
was really, really tired. I rowed, making a knot or a knot and a half, over water, 
gently being pushed south with the favorable tide. I enjoyed the silence of the cold 
night. I looked up at the stars. I was hallucinating, part of the sky was pulsating with 
bright colors. I didn’t believe believe it. “Still two and a half hours to go, I should eat 
something...” I told my sleepy self.

 Slowly it dawned on me; the lights were in the northern sky... We are pretty 
far north... It was the " rst time I had even seen aurora borealis, I nearly lost it.

 “STEVE!!!!! WHAT THE FUCK!!!!”

 “Yeah I know I tried to wake you up when I saw it you wouldn’t wake up it 
was cooler before let me sleep.”

 “BUT STEVE!!!!!!!!! It’s the NORTHERN LIGHTS!!!!”

 ! e rowing was great after that. It was like having really good company with 
you, just hanging out. ! ings would go quite for a bit, you’d get lost in some dark and 
cold thoughts, you’d look up at your friend’s glowing face and you’d immediately feel 
warmer and comforted. Half way through the shift the slightest breeze " lled in from 
the north, hardly enough to stir the water. With the drifter, genoa, and main set we 
did a knot and three quarters. It was the best long night of sailing I’ve ever had, and 
most people walk faster than that.

 ! e next few days were like that, just hardly any wind. I guess most of this 
trip was like that, really. I climbed up to the spreaders and put some varnish on, 
steve practiced short splicing. I learned coachwipping, steve learned long splices and 
turksheads. He said he was studying for his Captains License, a month later he had 
it and didn’t need to touch a single yarn of rope to pass. Figures. It was moderately 
frustrating having no wind for so long, but then again I have the coolest bilge pump 
handle in my cockpit now. I also took the time-o$  to try to " x that diesel heater, to 
varying degrees of success.

 One time though, the wind did come. We were racing a building front, 
6-I think we called it “old furry.”
7-OK, ok, moderately cold sleeping bag, " ne.
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-

 We arrived on Denman after rowing a good bit up the southern and western 
shore of the island. For a while I was contemplating walking along the shore pulling 
the boat with every yarn of rope we had on the boat. Impractical, nonsensical. I’ve 
seen it done along river shores... It’s funny the things you think about when you’re 
rowing, the things you think about doing instead of rowing. We rowed right up to 
the 24hr emergency dock, and left the boat there while we visited friends on land.

 Denman is full of amazing people, doing amazing things. People that still 
have dreams, and still want to connect with land, wild, and nature. We were picked 
up in a large veggie truck that worked5 and taken through the forest straight to a 
potluck. ! e small cabin was " lled with people aged 6 to 66 or thereabouts. We 
were o$ ered food, and people asked about our travels in a semi-interested way. It was 
refreshing to be genuinely asked, and have it be genuinely a moderately interesting 
thing. So many people write it o$ , and so many others just freak out and are over 
the top excited. ! ese new friends were stable, genuine, they had seen things and 
had traveled and weren’t just in utter awe because they couldn’t comprehend. ! ey 
were interested in a way I would be interested in two white punks sailing around. 
“Hey that’s cool, but whatever.” We just talked about our lives and eventually the 
conversation randomly broke into a pretty interesting and deep discussion about 
! e Sovereign Self, Wol"  Landstreicher’s new publication, and the then large current 
around Individualist Anarchism. It was amazing to have this experience so randomly, 
so casually, among various people from various backgrounds and age groups. To have 
been on this long physically demanding voyage to this fabled land to be met with 
intense intellectual stimulation. We stayed in a small trailer on a land project. ! ere 
was a large bed me and steve slept in, with a large warm dog, next to a large wood 
stove, as large as a kitchen stove perhaps, but in such a tiny trailer. I thought it was 
pretty cold, but our friend thought it was a mild night and slept outside, right after he 
set a " re for us. We had thin skin I guess, either that or we were tired of being cold and 
wet on a boat. Much later I would learn that our friend had woken up months after 
we had left, the trailer burning, the gigantic barn stove igniting everything around 
it. I’m not sure the extent of the damage, but it was described to me brie# y, and the 
phrase “RAMBO-rolled” was used to describe the way in which our capable friend 
exited the trailer.

 ! e next day we hiked around in forests of di$ erent levels of succession. 
We stayed a while by a # owing stream and exchanged stories. Old friends, new 
experiences, new understandings, refreshing talks on moss covered embankments. 
We had to leave that day, to give us enough time to head back to Olympia. It felt 
stupid to spend 2 weeks getting to an island to spend less than 24 hours there, but we 
had made schedules. Only fools sail on schedules.

 ! at night we left, there was no wind. It was the coldest weather we had, 
and we weren’t the most prepared, looking back. We would take shifts, three hours. 

5-“I don’t believe you” -steve
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2) My physical needs were being met on some basic level.

3) I was involved in healthy relationships (friendship and otherwise) that were 
functional, reciprocative, and intimately close.

4) I didn’t feel stuck; perhaps I was living somewhere ‘long term’ but perhaps not, but 
certainly this is connected with:

5) I wasn’t working anywhere in a real sense

 So the question in my life then is to " gure out how I can make these things 
happen forever, or at least longer and more frequently. Once I had thought a sailboat 
was the way to go. I was feeling all loner after losing too many friends to transience 
and broken communication. I had a bit of money from working and hustling, and 
it seemed like 4 out of 5 wasn’t bad. I bought a sailboat, tried to live on it, and was 
just completely fucking lonely. I got to do really cool stu$  and learn and make new 
things as much as I wanted. I made a 16 foot sculling oar out of an old metal pipe, 
wood scraps, and a machete. I learned how to not hit other boats while I moved an 
8000 pound boat into and out of a marina with it. I learned knots and splices, I 
learned what the fuck varnish did and why. I learned nothing about engines except 
that their fuel " lters suck to change, they stink, they are heavy, and that mine never 
worked consistently no matter what I did. I learned how to sail alone, I learned 
that if a boat tips over 20 degrees it doesn’t mean it’s about to sink and take all 
your worldly possessions with it down to the eternal blue bliss. It was an incredibly 
ful" lling experience, and one of the most treasured times in my life, but I learned 
one lesson harder than all the others: I am a social creature. Everyday I felt lonely and 
isolated. ! e dream died. I read stories of solo sailors and the great seas; it’s romantic 
for sure, but the sea, like that, is not a home for me. Home is support.

-

 After reading the rolling stone cover to cover, we pulled up 22 pounds of 
anchor and set o$  for Canada. I don’t know what it was about that day in particular, 
but it sticks out among the others like a true gem. ! e wind wasn’t great, but it was 
better than other days. We had one really nice reach right across the Haro Straight 
and sailed into Sidney at dusk. We had to check into the country, so we were looking 
for signs for the customs dock. We had dropped the jib, but were still making a 
decent clip through the harbor when we saw it. I had expected it to be close to land, 
di%  cult to get to, and short. Instead it was long, vacant, and actually on the main 
artery for the harbor. I had thought we’d be going slow enough with just a main and 
the various wind-shadows cast by the large yachts, but we were really hauling oats 
when we pulled up alongside. I ended up jumping o$  the boat on the dock, running 
alongside it to keep up, and lacking cleats, started wrapping the spring-line around 
the 4x4 wooden rail. I gave it two wraps, and held on tight. Even going so fast, the 
boat just instantly stopped, gently squeezing its fenders against the dock.
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 To check in to the country there was a phone booth to call someone, and 
I assumed they’d send out a team of people to poke around and hassle us. It’s what 
we’ve been accustomed to with check-ins at various Caribbean and Central American 
countries. Instead I called them on the phone, and they just asked me a few questions 
like how many people, who, how long, why... Sailing is not very speci" c sometimes. I 
didn’t really know how long we were going to be there, I said. I wasn’t sure we’d even 
get to a destination. I gave very vague answers and said it all depended on the weather. 
I knew there’d be more o%  cials that would come and ask us more invasive questions 
and demand money so I was extra brief. Instead, at the end of our brief conversation, 
the o%  cial on the phone just told me to write down an important number, and to 
display it in my port window. Easy. We made dinner next to a hulking yacht, and 
laughed. We didn’t " t into that place at all. I don’t think we saw one person there that 
day, and our boat was a little di$ erent than these summer vacation boats.

 We had made plans to meet another sailor-type the next day. I was excited 
by the prospect, I had heard about a man, 8 feet tall and as thin as a birch tree, who 
built a massive boat of steel, sailed it alone with hardly any experience, and who’d 
you’d sooner guess lived in a corn " eld than the sea. OK, OK, maybe I didn’t hear all 
that. But to some degree this person seemed like a stereotype or some other abstract 
concept, and it was exciting to dispel these for a real, tangible human.

 We took a short day sail into a small protected bay, and not long after we 
stowed the sails, splashed the dinghy, and snacked on some dried apples we saw it: the 
hulking monstrosity of another punk sailboat beating up into the bay, making better 
way than we had even. Hay’s boat is quite something. 37 feet, steel, so large that it 
has 4 foot welded railings around the entire thing, like a science vessel or something. 
I mean I could almost do pull-ups on them. I didn’t see who was sailing the boat until 
it was really quite close. A tall, skinny man popped out of the cockpit, just in time 
to notice he was about to ram our little in# atable. “Oh yeah, the dinghy, oops” He 
moved the tiller, just a lead pipe welded to the rudder post...

 We ended up going to shore. We were at a summer resort in the fall and 
the only other people there were a large group of kids and their camp counselors that 
sailed in on two tall ships, which was pretty cool to watch. We spent the evening in 
a hot tub and scamming the showers with the oldest trick in the book, a loony on a 
string. I still fucked it up and lost the loony. Whatever.

 -

 We had a great time, nothing really went wrong, and we ate decent food. 
We were playing the sailor, the three of us, in all our di$ erent caricatures. ! e solo 
sailor-type and the best buds out for a cruise. It was kind of fucked up really, despite 
everything. We can’t create a community out of caricatures, and while sure, we existed 
as more than caricatures, we did exist as such in some way. ! ree white men, on 
sailboats, at a resort. What sets us apart? ! at our boats are older and more broken? 
! at we don’t “" t in?” Maybe, but I don’t buy it. Changing the dynamic of sailing is 
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as important to creating a worthwhile life at sea as learning to tie bowlines with your 
eyes closed (underwater, blindfolded, and dragging behind a boat). If we’re to settle 
for another subculture dominated by white, male, cis privileges then we’ve already 
given up on dreams, and I might as well work " ve days a week for just slightly above 
minimum wage. It’s not even about what’s the right thing to do, it’s about having 
hope, having something that might be worth it. A recreation of traditional power 
structures falls so short, it’s not worth what sailing or the sea has to o$ er.

 Of course, these aren’t widely accepted views. Some sailors dream of the sea 
as a way to reinforce traditional dynamics, being dismayed at the paltry submissions 
made in the name of the liberal state. I’m not joking. A previous owner of my boat 
wrote a few books on sailing, and honestly I learned a lot from them and have 
some good things to say about his work and his projects. He’s an avid proponent of 
engineless craft and sailing as an aesthetic experience. But goddamnit... Here:

Masculinity and Femininity have nothing in common with each other. Men do 
not have a feminine nature. Nor do women have a masculine nature. ! is is not 
to say that a man cannot participate in behavior that in commonly associated 
with women (within reason -you know what I mean) but to say that if he does 
so, he does it as a man... ! e imagery here is more of two totally alien and 
separate universes-desperately needy of what they do not possess-and a damn 
near magical means of reaching some sort of communion.3

 I don’t know where to start. I guess it comes down to how I got here in the 
" rst place. ! ere’s no escape from domination and domestication in this society. We 
are taught at a young age to dominate our bodies in one way or another, to appear 
this way against our inner will, and to quell the wild desires in order to succeed. ! e 
reason I put to sea is to escape this entire way of thinking. To re-awaken the wild, 
to commune with my femininity and masculinity, and to eschew these constructs 
as if they were Cetus4. Perhaps this has nothing to do with sailing. Maybe it’s not 
technically on my list of things that have me happy, even. Although in the end, 
sailing, when taken as a project, can only be ful" lling as a project that engenders 
our values, otherwise it’s simply another hobby best left to folks with more time and 
disposable income, as has been the case classically.

 As a white cis-male, relatively comfortable in my gender, I carry a lot of 
privileges. ! ese privileges often manifest in concrete, actual ways. I’m handy with 
mechanics, con" dent in trying physically demanding things, when I go places in a 
sailboat less people scrutinize me, “shopping” is easier for me, and actually this list 
is in" nite. I guess the point of this is to point out how easy it is to inadvertently 
reproduce oppressive power structures, just based on who is likeliest and most 
encouraged to become sailors. Being aware of this and challenging it as it takes shape 
is crucial to the success of a ful" lling sailing culture.

3-pg. 45 Sailing With Purpose, Jerome Fitzgerald, 2002
4-You know, the Greek sea monster...


